
Question:  What’s the difference between an online search using NATURAL LANGUAGE and one using
TERMS & CONNECTORS?  

Answer:  Online research systems may differ in how they interpret natural language searches.  Consult the Help
guide of the service you are using for complete explanation.  Generally, the differences are outlined in the table
below.   Examples of each as used in LEXIS follow.

Natural Language Terms & Connectors

uses plain language search words usually
structured as a question

uses search words, synonyms, alternative formats

conducts a broad search based on the general
context or concept of your words

adds structure and relationships among words and where
they will appear in a document (uses boolean operators)

helps to define the issues and reach specific
topics

helps to find highly specific results on a topic

uncovers key terms and how they’re being used
within legal documents in order to refine search

interprets the structured search literally and can often miss
relevant documents

usually produces a large pool of results usually produces a limited pool of results

ranks results by relevance to your concept with
the best match at the top of your list

ranks results by relevance to the terms, their relationship,
their location within the document as interpreted by the
system’s algorithmic search method (how the system will
order and process your search) with the best match at the
top of your list

operates similarly throughout any of the
databases within each system

may operate differently depending upon the structure of
the documents in the unique database being searched

Commonly Used:

Connectors          
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Forms,
Truncation

& or and
to locate both terms

space between words is interpreted as
“and”

and not
to eliminate a word

w/s  -   w/p  - w/n
words must appear within the same
sentence - same paragraph - within
“n” words of each other, where “n”
equals the number of words between
your terms

!  Root expander
* Universal character
   Plurals - automatic from singular



I.  Using Natural Language Search in Lexis NY State Cases, Combined

1. Sign into Lexis
2. Go to the New York tab
3. Click on the database title NY State Cases, Combined
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4.   Click on the Natural Language bar next to the search box.

5.   Check the Lexis on-screen research tips such as:
Natural Language Searching
Type in your research issue as an individual term, phrase, 
list, or sentence. Enclose phrases in quotation marks. Wildcard characters such as ! or *
are not valid in natural language searches.

6.    Enter your search issue or question.
Here we’re looking for cases regarding cyberbulling affecting children in school. 

7.    Need additional terms?  Click Suggest terms for my search.
       Need to restrict by specific dates?  Click Restrict by Date.
       Wish to search only a specific segment of a document, ie. OPINION? Use Select a Segment.
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8.  With no further restrictions, click enter.  We have a total of 51 hits.

9.  The first in our list - People v Marquan appears to be highly relevant to our topic.   Significant
is the explanation in the OVERVIEW and the CORE TERMS associated with this case.
Important also is the yellow triangle to the left of the decision.  This is a Shepard’s
indicator of Caution - Possible negative treatment. 

10.  Click on the title of the first case to view it.
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11.  Read the case to determine if it truly is of interest.
       Use screen options to navigate through this case, go to the next document etc.



II.  Using Terms & Connectors Search in Lexis NY State Cases, Combined

1. Sign into Lexis
2. Go to the New York tab
3. Click on the database title NY State Cases, Combined



4.   Click on the Terms & Connectors bar next to the search box.

5.    Enter the key words and construct the relationship among them inserting Search Connectors
(described on the screen).

Here we’re looking for cases regarding cyberbulling affecting children in school. 
      We enter  cyberbully! w/p child! w/seg school

6.    Need additional terms?  Click Suggest terms for my search.
       Need to restrict by specific dates?  Click Restrict by Date.
       Wish to search only a specific segment of a document, ie. OPINION? Use Select a Segment.

7.   Click Search.
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8.  Notice that you have only one result with this highly specific search rather than the 51 hits
that we saw in our previous Natural Language sample search.  This one result is the same at the
top of our relevancy list within the Natural Language sample search.
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